The mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis of sexual selection
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Why females assess ornaments when choosing mates remains a central question in evolutionary biology. We hypothesize that the imperative for a choosing female to find a mate with nuclear oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) genes that are compatible with her mitochondrial OXPHOS genes drives the evolution of ornaments. Indicator traits are proposed to signal the efficiency of OXPHOS function thus enabling females to select mates with nuclear genes that are compatible with maternal mitochondrial genes in the formation of OXPHOS complexes. Species-typical pattern of ornamentation is proposed to serve as a marker of mitochondrial type ensuring that females assess prospective mates with a shared mitochondrial background. The mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis predicts that the production of ornaments will be closely linked to OXPHOS pathways, and that sexual selection for compatible mates will be strongest when genes for nuclear components of OXPHOS complexes are Z-linked. The implications of this hypothesis are that sexual selection may serve as a driver for the evolution of more efficient cellular respiration.

1. Introduction

Why do animals have ornaments? Under what circumstances did the immense train of a peacock, the cumbersome antlers of an elk and the conspicuous red coloration of a cardinal evolve? Biologists now accept that the primary force for the evolution of many such display traits in male animals is the benefit of mate attraction [1–3]. There remains, however, the bigger question that has eluded solution for more than a century: why do females pay attention to male ornaments? Explanations invariably fall into two camps. Either ornaments fulfil an arbitrary attraction by females or they signal important aspects of male condition, including male genetic quality [2,4].

Models of arbitrary mate choice posit that females are innately attracted to specific but esoteric characteristics of males [5]. These innate preferences are proposed to evolve through a runaway process whereby the benefits of producing attractive sons leads to a reinforcing cycle that increases both the trait and the preference for the trait [6,7]. The runaway model of arbitrary mate choice works very well in mathematical models [8], but finds little support in nature beyond the existence of highly elaborate traits [9].

Under models of adaptive mate choice, ornamental traits are postulated to evolve because they are reliable signals of male quality [10,11]. Female choice drives the evolution of these traits and, in turn, female choice for ornaments evolves because of the benefits of mating with high-quality males [12]. Benefits to females for choosing highly ornamented males can be resources such as more food or access to a better territory [13], but in many species, males convey no apparent resources to females. Thus, ornamental traits are proposed to signal good genes [5]. By this good genes hypothesis, ornaments are challenging to produce [14] or invoke a fitness cost to maintain [15], and only males with good genotypes are capable of meeting the challenge of ornamentation. Hence, by choosing ornamented males, females choose males with better-than-average genes [11]. In contrast to the lack of empirical support for models of runaway sexual selection, there is abundant evidence in nature that ornamental traits are associated with aspects of male condition [16–18]. Very few studies, however,
have provided compelling evidence that ornamentation is linked to specific good genes [19,20].

(a) The mitonuclear compatibility model of sexual selection
Here, we present a new hypothesis for the evolution of ornamental traits founded on the premise that the greatest imperative for a choosing female is identification of a male that is genetically compatible. Discussions of good genes associated with ornaments have focused exclusively on the nuclear genome, but eukaryotes also have mitochondrial genes. Among the primary products of these mitochondrial genes are proteins that form complexes with proteins encoded by nuclear genes [21]. The mitonuclear complexes include four of the five functional units of the electron transport chain, the machinery in the inner-mitochondrial membrane that carries out oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) reactions [22,23]. Mitochondria-encoded proteins and nuclear-encoded proteins must work in concert in forming functional complexes for efficient OXPHOS and energy production [24,25]. Any incompatibility between mitochondrial and nuclear genes leads to loss of respiratory efficiency and an increase in free radical production [26,27]. Serious incompatibility leads to loss of functionality and system failure [28,29].

These mitonuclear complexes arise anew each generation as the products of maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA combined with the products of the new diploid nuclear genome. Thus, selection must take place each generation after zygote formation [24]. A fundamental challenge to females in choosing mates is to find males with nuclear genes that are compatible with their maternal mitochondrial genes. Inefficient cellular respiration is likely an indication of nuclear genes that are incompatible with mitochondrial genes [30,31] and that will be passed on to offspring, so females should be selected to assess potential mates based on efficiency of cellular respiration. Because cellular respiration cannot be directly assessed, we propose that ornamental traits evolved as indicators of OXPHOS functionality and of signals that males carry common mitochondrial genes. By this mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis of sexual selection, the critical need for females to assess the compatibility between mitochondrial and nuclear genes in prospective mates is a motive force in the evolution of ornamental traits.

Any change in the structure of the proteins that form OXPHOS complexes might lead to reduced energy production [26,28] or a host of other diseases [21], so mutation should perpetually introduce incompatible nuclear genes into the population of prospective mates. Ornamentation that reveals cellular respiratory efficiency will reveal such mutations, providing a tangible benefit for choosing well-ornamented males. Incompatibilities are also expected to occur if females mate with heterospecific males [32], and avoidance of mitonuclear incompatibilities should be a major form of selection opposing hybridization [33,34].

2. Predictions
   (a) Ornaments as signals of cellular respiration
   A critical assumption of the mitonuclear compatibility model of sexual selection is that components of ornamentation will be linked to OXPHOS pathways. By current indicator models of sexual selection, ornamental traits are proposed to reveal the condition or the quality of prospective mates, allowing females to make a better mate choice [2,10,35]. Here, we propose that condition (sensu [14]) is the efficiency of production of ATP via OXPHOS, and that it is OXPHOS efficiency that is signalled by many condition-dependent ornaments. Many dozens of studies conducted over the last 10 years have linked ornamental traits in animals to an array of proxies for condition, including mass corrected for body size (adiposity) [36], aerobic capacity [37], oxidative stress [38], the ability to synthesize protein structures [39], immunocompetence [40] and cognition [41]. Such a diverse range of individual properties linked to ornamentation has led to the perception that there is no most-important core aspect of individual performance that is linked to ornamentation [8]. Building on the ideas of Velando et al. [42] and von Schantz et al. [43], we propose that the most fundamental aspect of a prospective mate lies in its ability to generate ATP from OXPHOS [44]. Moreover, the molecular machinery that enables OXPHOS is subject to disruption by both environmental [43] and genetic [45] effects making information about the state of OXPHOS of critical relevance to a prospective mate.

   Some of the best evidence that ornamentation is intimately linked to OXPHOS reactions comes from studies of ornamental carotenoid coloration in birds, which is one of the most widely cited examples of a sexually selected display trait. It has recently been observed that red ketolated carotenoids concentrate within hepatic mitochondria of male house finches (Haemorhous mexicanus) that are moulting red feathers (J. D. Johnson & G. E. Hill 2013, unpublished data) suggesting that the production of red ornamental coloration is closely tied to oxidative state of the inner-mitochondrial membrane [46,47]. These studies suggest that by assessing red ornamental coloration, females are directly assessing the efficiency of OXPHOS. Any malfunction or poor function of the protein complexes needed for OXPHOS reactions are revealed in quality red ornamentation, which is well established as a criterion in mate choice [48]. The same basic arguments should also apply to non-ketolated carotenoids, such as yellow canary xanthophylls displayed in the feathers of many birds [46], and a recent study showed that the brightness of canary xanthophyll coloration of feathers predicted resting metabolic rate [49].

   Production of other types of ornamental traits may also link to OXPHOS pathways. The synthesis of proteins is among the most energy-demanding processes in organisms [26], so OXPHOS efficiency might be signalled through the many large structures with a high protein content that serve as ornamental traits, such as elongated tails, crests, wattles and dewlaps. Likewise, behavioural displays such as loud calls, courtship dances or flight displays demand high aerobic capacity and might signal efficient energy production [49—54]. Displays requiring high neural function as songs or bowler construction could also link to access to OXPHOS efficiency during development [55].

(b) Ornamental displays as signals of mitochondrial type
A choosing female must evaluate a prospective mate against a shared mitochondrial genotype, or she gains no useful information regarding mitonuclear compatibility through assessment of ornamentation. Thus, a second critical
assumption of the mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis of sexual selection is that females share a common set of mitochondrial haplotypes (a common haplogroup) with prospective mates. Because of the need for mitonuclear coadaptation [56] there is little diversity of functional mitochondrial types in most animal populations [22,57], so the assumption of shared mitochondrial types should hold within population boundaries. But how do females recognize population boundaries? The species recognition hypothesis was proposed in the nineteenth century as an explanation for female choice for species-typical ornament types [58]. By mating with males with species-typical ornaments, females are hypothesized to avoid novel nuclear genes and chromosomal arrangements [59]. The mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis clarifies the benefits to females of avoiding hybrid pairings [33]. We propose that species-typical sexual ornaments arise and are maintained in response to selection on females to mate with males with a common mitochondrial type and hence to avoid the incompatibility problems that arise with hybridization [32,60]. We propose that it is no coincidence that taxonomists designate species-level differences among animals based on the same traits that females use in mate choice. The widespread use of mitochondrial DNA sequences in systematics [61] supports the assumption that there is concordance between mitochondrial types and mating populations [62].

Putting these ideas together: the imperative of choosing a sire for offspring that provides nuclear genes that are compatible with female mitochondrial genes leads to the evolution of two types of ornamental displays in males. Indicator traits signal cellular respiration. To judge OXPHOS competency, females assess how well such indicator traits are executed by an individual (e.g., how vibrant are color displays or how vigorous are behavioral displays). Signals of species identity, on the other hand, convey to the female that she is dealing with a male that has a common mitochondrial background. The same trait might serve as both an indicator of cellular respiration and a signal of species identity, but in general we would expect the two ornament types to be distinct. Indicator traits must be variable in expression to signal male condition, while traits used in species recognition should be relatively invariant [35]. In support of these ideas, birds choose species-typical patterns of plumage pigmentation over heterospecific patterns even if matched to a poorly functioning male allele (figure 2), and thus that the negative effects of the male allele could exert selective pressure on females to avoid such incompetent males. The necessity for females to find compatible mates would be stronger, however, if the contribution of male genes to OXPHOS proteins was greater. Such male influence is possible when males are the homogametic sex (ZZ), as in taxa like birds and butterflies, and OXPHOS genes are positioned on the Z chromosome. In such systems, female (WZ) offspring are viable only if the male sex contributes functional Z-linked genes. Moreover, the total influence of the male sex on the OXPHOS systems of offspring would be large because males contribute 67% of Z-linked genes to offspring (figure 2). When males are the heterogametic sex (XY), as in mammals and fruit flies, the sex linkage of nuclear OXPHOS genes does not impose the same selective pressure for mate choice. X chromosomes are 67% maternally inherited so the dilution of incompatible male genes would be greater on the X chromosome than on autosomes [22] (figure 2). The prediction that emerges is that female mate choice and the evolution of ornaments but sex-linkage will not.

What is the distribution of OXPHOS genes on Z and X chromosomes and could patterns of sex linkage affect sexual selection and ornamentation?

3. Chromosomal position and male influence

(a) Sex linkage of oxidative phosphorylation genes

The imperative for females to find mates with nuclear genes that are compatible with mitochondrial genes arises when male genotype is expressed regardless of female genotype. Incomplete dominance of female autosomal alleles that encode for components of respiratory complexes would mean that a fully functional female allele would be impaired if matched to a poorly functioning male allele (figure 2), and thus that the negative effects of the male allele could exert selective pressure on females to avoid choosing such incompetent males. The necessity for females to find compatible males would be stronger, however, if the contribution of male genes to OXPHOS proteins was greater. Such male influence is possible when males are the homogametic sex (ZZ), as in taxa like birds and butterflies, and OXPHOS genes are positioned on the Z chromosome. In such systems, female (WZ) offspring are viable only if the male sex contributes functional Z-linked genes. Moreover, the total influence of the male sex on the OXPHOS systems of offspring would be large because males contribute 67% of Z-linked genes to offspring (figure 2). When males are the heterogametic sex (XY), as in mammals and fruit flies, the sex linkage of nuclear OXPHOS genes does not impose the same selective pressure for mate choice. X chromosomes are 67% maternally inherited so the dilution of incompatible male genes would be greater on the X chromosome than on autosomes [22] (figure 2). The prediction that emerges is that Z-linkage of OXPHOS genes will promote female mate choice and the evolution of ornaments but X-linkage will not.

Figure 1. A graphical representation of the mitonuclear hypothesis of sexual selection. OXPHOS efficiency describes cellular respiration of offspring produced by a female, in this example a house finch (Haemorhous mexicanus), who chooses various ornament expressions in mates. Choosing an ornament type different than that of a typical male (in this case American goldfinch, Spinus tristis) results in severe mitonuclear incompatibility and dysfunction. Drab plumage coloration among conspecifics may indicate poor mitochondrial compatibility in a male, and hence genes that are incompatible with female mitotype resulting in offspring with poor OXPHOS efficiency. Most males have mitonuclear compatibility and fine ornamentation. These are the preferred mates of females and are likely to sire healthy offspring. (Online version in colour.)

3. Chromosomal position and male influence

(a) Sex linkage of oxidative phosphorylation genes

The imperative for females to find mates with nuclear genes that are compatible with mitochondrial genes arises when male genotype is expressed regardless of female genotype. Incomplete dominance of female autosomal alleles that encode for components of respiratory complexes would mean that a fully functional female allele would be impaired if matched to a poorly functioning male allele (figure 2), and thus that the negative effects of the male allele could exert selective pressure on females to avoid choosing such incompetent males. The necessity for females to find compatible males would be stronger, however, if the contribution of male genes to OXPHOS proteins was greater. Such male influence is possible when males are the homogametic sex (ZZ), as in taxa like birds and butterflies, and OXPHOS genes are positioned on the Z chromosome. In such systems, female (WZ) offspring are viable only if the male sex contributes functional Z-linked genes. Moreover, the total influence of the male sex on the OXPHOS systems of offspring would be large because males contribute 67% of Z-linked genes to offspring (figure 2). When males are the heterogametic sex (XY), as in mammals and fruit flies, the sex linkage of nuclear OXPHOS genes does not impose the same selective pressure for mate choice. X chromosomes are 67% maternally inherited so the dilution of incompatible male genes would be greater on the X chromosome than on autosomes [22] (figure 2). The prediction that emerges is that Z-linkage of OXPHOS genes will promote female mate choice and the evolution of ornaments but X-linkage will not.

What is the distribution of OXPHOS genes on Z and X chromosomes and could patterns of sex linkage affect sexual selection and ornamentation? In a survey of 14 mammal
species, nuclear OXPHOS genes were found to be highly underrepresented on the X chromosome [64]. In the two bird species included in the survey, by contrast, OXPHOS genes were located on Z chromosomes at the frequency expected by chance but at a frequency that was much higher than the frequency observed for OXPHOS genes on the X chromosome in mammals [64]. Moreover, among the OXPHOS genes encoded on the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) Z chromosome are the Complex I sub-units NDUPS4 and NDUFAF2 (J. D. Johnson & G. E. Hill 2013, unpublished data), both of which play an essential role in the functionality of electron transport, including ATP synthesis and the modulation of apoptosis. The location of key OXPHOS genes on the Z chromosome in birds means that female birds will produce viable offspring only if they mate with compatible males.

A complication to the idea that Z linkage promotes female mate choice is that in males the Z chromosome is diploid, and therefore deleterious recessive mutations that are Z linked can be masked, just as in autosomes. However, many human disorders appear to arise from incompatible (defective) nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes [21] that are the result of rare mutations on autosomes, suggesting that deleterious OXPHOS alleles may not always be recessive.

(b) ZW versus XY taxa

While birds are characterized by colours, songs and courtship displays that function in female choice, mammals much more commonly have armaments, physical contests and dimorphism that result from male–male competition [65]. Across a broader survey of taxa, the pattern that emerges is that animals with ZW sex determination systems are more ornamented than animals with XY sex determination [66]. The protected invasion hypothesis provides a potential explanation for the association between ornamentation and ZW sex determination [66]. Sexual determination systems in which females are the heterogametic sex better shelter rare sex-linked genes from loss due to genetic drift, hence promoting the evolution of novel ornaments [66] (but see [67]). Alternatively, mathematical models show that, compared with autosomal or X-linkage, Z-linkage of preference genes substantially enhances conditions for ornament elaboration through a runaway process. Models further indicated that X-linkage of preference genes and autosomal positioning of ornamentation genes is conducive to good genes processes [67].

The observation that OXPHOS genes are positioned on Z chromosomes suggests additional connections between sexual selection and sex determination systems. It is interesting to speculate that—regardless of the reason for placement of OXPHOS genes on the Z chromosome of birds—Z-linkage of OXPHOS genes in birds makes selection on mate choice for mitonuclear compatibility stronger in birds than in mammals. If this assumption is correct then sex linkage of OXPHOS genes present an alternative—or more likely complementary—explanation to the protection invasion hypothesis and runaway models for the ubiquity of ornamentation in ZW taxa compared with XY taxa. Our hypothesis that placement of OXPHOS genes on Z chromosomes leads to selection for female choice and the evolution of ornamentation could be more rigorously tested with comparative studies of ornamentation and Z-linkage of OXPHOS genes across diverse taxa.

Another potential consequence of location of OXPHOS genes on Z chromosomes is that it increases the importance of male genotype in mitonuclear compatibility and hence increases the necessity of mate choice and the intensity of sexual selection. If ornamental traits evolve as signals of respiratory efficiency and mitochondrial type, then sexual selection becomes an important force in the evolution of OXPHOS systems of animals. Because females can assess poor OXPHOS function and inappropriate mates by choosing specific ornament displays, there would be stronger purifying selection in ornamented species that would efficiently
purge both deleterious mutations and immigrant genes each generation. Z-linked genes have been shown to evolve faster than autosomal or X-linked genes [68,69] and strong sexual selection would further enhance the evolutionary process. Such selection could also lead to more rapid fixation of evolutionary novelties that would increase respiratory efficiency. The strength of purifying selection on OXPHOS systems in birds is indeed indicated by relatively slow rates of mitochondrial DNA evolution in birds compared with mammals [70]. Magnified across evolutionary time, the result would be fundamentally better respiratory processes in animals with female mate choice for mitonuclear compatibility. It is interesting to speculate that sexual selection for compatibility and the greater potential for evolved coadaptation afforded by ZW sex determination are factors in the more efficient cellular respiration of birds compared with mammals [28,71] and perhaps even in the evolution of flight in birds [24]. Our general prediction is the animals with ZW sex determination will have more efficient cellular respiration than animals with other forms of sex determination.

(c) Z-linkage and species introgression
If OXPHOS genes are Z-linked and there are strong negative fitness consequences for introgression of OXPHOS genes between species [33,72], then we would expect the flow of autosomal genes to be greater than Z-linked genes when hybridization occurs. Studies of birds [73–75] support this prediction. There are explanations besides the loss of mitonuclear compatibility for the restricted gene flow of Z-linked genes, but our suggestion that OXPHOS genes on Z chromosomes opposes introgression presents a novel hypothesis to explain why Z-linked genes intergrade less readily than autosomal genes.

(d) Haldane’s rule
It has long been recognized that in heterospecific crosses, the heterogamic sex shows the greatest incidence of sterility, a phenomenon known as Haldane’s rule [76]. In a review of the outcome of hybrid pairings in mammals (XY), Drosophila (XY), birds (ZW) and lepidopterans (ZW), there was nearly perfect agreement with Haldane’s rule with regard to off-spring sterility: XY males were sterile more often than XX females and ZW females were sterile more often than ZZ males [77]. By contrast, loss of viability was greater in the heterogamy with XY females compared with ZZ males in hybrid crosses is a consequence of ATP production and free radical leakage, and we propose that the greater effects on ZW females compared with ZZ males in hybrid crosses is a consequence of key Z-linked OXPHOS genes coming exclusively from the male sire in female but not male offspring (figure 2). By contrast, few OXPHOS genes are positioned on the X chromosome in mammals [64], and even if there was X-linkage of OXPHOS genes, there should be slightly greater effects of mitonuclear incompatibility on XX females, which get one X from the male sire, compared with XY males, which get all X genes from their mother (figure 2). Hence, mitonuclear compatibility potentially explains heretofore confusing patterns of hybrid inviability [77].

4. The lek paradox
The mitonuclear compatibility hypothesis of sexual selection potentially helps to resolve one of the oldest and most persistent puzzles in evolutionary biology. So long as there is a stable adaptive peak, natural selection inevitably leads to the fixation of best-adapted alleles leaving no variation in the fitness of traits (no good genes) at equilibrium. Loss of heritable variation in fitness leads to the lek paradox, so named because in polygynous species that display at courts (leks) males provide females only with ejaculate; the benefits to females for choosing ornamented males seemingly must be good genes, which theoretically cannot exist [78,79]. Proposed solutions to the lek paradox include the argument that equilibrium is rarely achieved in changing biotic and abiotic environments [80] or with frequency-dependent selection [81], so there are perpetually good genes to be had [82]. Alternatively, the purging effects of sexual selection can increase mutation rates that generate sufficient genetic diversity for good genes models to work [83,84]. One of the simplest solutions is the suggestion that mutation alone can be sufficient to introduce heritable variation in fitness [85], and we propose that invoking the necessity of mitonuclear compatibility strengthens this argument. Via mutation and immigration, incompatible OXPHOS genes will be present every generation regardless of the strength of sexual selection. The benefits of assessing potential mates based on ornamental traits that reliably signal OXPHOS functionality will consequently never be exhausted. There is no paradox of choosing ornamented mates on leks if choice is for mitonuclear compatibility.

5. Mate quality beyond compatibility
In many species, even if selection for mitonuclear compatibility is the impetus for the evolution of female mate choice and male ornamentation, the benefits to females of assessing ornaments that signal the efficiency of OXPHOS will extend beyond assessment of mitonuclear compatibility. Males with better cellular functionality, whether due to genetic or environmental effects, will be healthier and thus able to provide more resource benefits such as a greater contribution towards production of offspring or better territories. OXPHOS efficiency signalled by ornamentation could also correlate with nuclear genes that encode for proteins outside of OXPHOS complexes, such as genes for parasite resistance [11] or with sperm with less DNA damage from inefficient OXPHOS processes [42]. By rejecting poorly ornamented males, females reject not only genetically incompatible males but also males with poor phenotypes and unfit genes in other capacities [14].

It has long been recognized that females should seek to know the fundamental nature of the males with whom they sire offspring [86,87]. We propose that the most fundamental aspect of a prospective mate lies in its ability to generate ATP from OXPHOS, which hinges critically on compatibility of mitochondrial and nuclear genes.
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